"Ch. Taqilha Pokhara of Nottoway"

WB, BOW, Trenton Kennel Club, ALAC Specialty

Handled by Charlotte Stacy
Bred by Jane Browning

Co-Owned By

Mrs. Rosa Lee Riddick
113 Pocohontas Street
Franklin, Virginia

Mrs. Jane Browning
1337 West Princess Anne Rd.
Norfolk, Virginia
Judge: Mr. Isodore Schoenberg

Handling: Walt Phaler

Left to right the four girls are Licos Giugiti La, Licos Shargung La, Licos Gen La, Licos Angden La. Their ages are one to three years, a team as a brace are judged on the dogs likeness, they are all golden and weigh fourteen pounds, also they each have different sires and dams and are living proof of line breeding.

Breeder, Owner
Mrs. John Licos
1020 Concord St.
Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626
PON GO'S ODDI ODDI
IS NOW A CHAMPION!!

He is shown here with his handler-owner Edmund Ray Sledzik finishing his championship under Judge Vincent Perry at Upper Marlboro K.C. on June 10, 1973.

Oddi Oddi took Best of Breed that day out of the classes and was awarded second in the Non-Sporting Group.

WHAT A WAY TO FINISH!

SIRE: BIS CH. TIBET OF CORNWALLIS
DAM: CH. PON GO'S CHI-KHA

Owners:
Edmund Ray Sledzik and Carolyn G. Sledzik (breeders)
and Mary Slaby
1704 Shagbark Circle
Reston, Virginia 22090
703-471-7584
Introducing
MOR-KNOLL’S ALEX-A-HENTE
(The demanding one)

Pictured at 6½ months shortly before he won Best Puppy Dog at the ALAC Specialty Spring Match Show held April 8, 1973. Alex also 2nd in Futurity and First Puppy Dog 6-9 at Trenton.

SIRE: CH. TIBET OF CORNWALLIS
DAM: CH. MOR-KNOLL’S VICTORIA

Repeat breeding due end of September

Mor-Knoll Lhasas

Liz Morgan
12 Village Rd.
Florham Park, N.J.
201-377-4789

Marion E. Banga
53 Glen Roy Rd.
Fairfield, N.J.
201-227-1837
SECRETARY’S REPORT

Results of the recent balloting

184 Ballots Cast
33 Not Valid (1 unofficial ballot, 32 no return address)

151 Ballots Cast for 1974 Midwestern Futurity Judge
87 for Dr. Ellen Brown
58 for Mr. Ray Siedzik
6 Abstained

151 Ballots Cast for 1974 Western Region Futurity Judge
76 for Mrs. Onnie Martin
44 for Mrs. Dorothy Primm
26 for Mrs. Mary Ann Caruso
5 Abstained

151 Ballots Cast for 1974 Location of the Western ALAC Specialty
113 for The Kennel Club of Beverly Hills
38 for The Golden Gate Kennel Club

PLEASE MAKE THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONS AND CHANGES TO YOUR ROSTER:

New Members
Elaine E. Spaeth
19946 Lorne St.
Canoga Park, CA

Phyllis Mostow
1494 Second Ave. 3B
New York, NY 10021

Mrs. Carol Anne Lambert
RD 2 Rarick Road
Selkirk, NY 12168

Robert J. Lech VMD
9955 Verree Road
Philadelphia, PA 19115

Lee A. Reasin
PO Box 118
Ventura, CA 93001

Renewed Member
Sally Parker Norman
6045 Gen Meyer Ave.
New Orleans, LA 70114

Change of Address
Mr. Murray Teitelbaum
632 N. Almont
Los Angeles, CA 90069

Miss Georgia Domonkos
72 Demott Ave.
Clifton, NJ 07011

C.R. & Onnie Martin (Mr. & Mrs. Robert)
Route 1 Box 444M
Chico, CA 95926

Mrs. Edythe Valentine
Rt 7, #67 Brooklynn
Richmond, KY 40475

Dr. & Mrs. Paul Carney
1269 Aalapapa Drive
Lanikai, Hawaii 96734

Mrs. Marian Robertson
Star Route Box 143-B
Morrison, Colorado 80465

Mrs. Jean Kausch
3658 Mountain View Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90066

Dorothy M. Kramer
124 Sagamore Hills Drive
Tarryville, LI NY

Mrs. Carolyn R. Fox
3723 164th SW
Lynnwood, WA 98036

Mrs. Ruth Smith
119 Quapaw St.
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

Mrs. Miriam S. Krum
9824 Lee Circle
Leawood, Kansas 66206

Mrs. Judith Siegel
33 Manners Ave.
Seymour, CT

Mr. & Mrs. Frank Soldo
16 Center Ave.
Matawan, NJ 07747

Mr. & Mrs. James E. Barton
4 Thomas Drive
Lincoln, RI 02865

Miss Cheryl A. Zink
30453 Birchwood
Westland, MI 48185

Mrs. Celia Hall
2303 Ridgeland
Memphis, TN 38138

Foster Graves
114 Belvedere Court
Cleveland, Mississippi 38732

Respectfully submitted

Carolyn A. Herbel
POTALA PRESENTS 3 GENERATIONS WINNING!!

*Left — “Mother Yummy”
AM. & Can. Ch. Potala Keke’s Yum Yum
Best of Opposite Sex

*Center — “Yummy’s Son Tommy”
Multiple Grouping Winning Ch. Potala Keke’s Tomba Tu
Best of Breed

*Right — “Tommy’s Son Willie”
Potala Keke’s Fraser
Best of Winners

Judge: Ann Wanner

Keke Blumberg
848 Winter Rd.
Rydal, Pa. 19046
It was a pleasure to judge the American Lhasa Apso Club's Western Specialty. Being involved in the establishment of this Specialty during my Presidency has made it just a bit closer to me than other assignments. I have in past years been able to attend and observe this Specialty and must complement the breeders from Coast to Coast for their mutual understanding and cooperation with each other for the need of improvement in the Lhasa.

The presentation, condition and quality of the entry was excellent in both sexes. It was a pleasure after examination to realize the marked improvement in the fronts and rears; I found only a few with the bowed fronts and stilted rears which was so prevalent in our breed not too many years ago.

Winners Dog — Karma Rumtek
A beautiful mover with good length of neck and lay back of shoulder.

Reserve Winners Dog — Ansteads's Ke Tu Sing
This puppy ran a very close second to Karma Rumtek. If beauty comes with age this young dog should develop into a handsome adult.

In the Bitch classes I would like to have seen more body development and better shoulders.

Winners Bitch — Everglo Flair
Who later went on to Best of Winners and Best of Opposite Sex was really a pleasure to judge. Her elegance, balance and movement made her outstanding.

Reserve Winners Bitch — On-Ba-Kan-Jo
A very pleasing bitch with good movement and body.

Veteran Class — Ch. Karma Kushog
This dog showed as a true veteran with movement and showmanship equal to a young dog.

Best of Breed — Ch. Sharpette's Gaylord
The decision in this class was a most difficult one to arrive at. Each entry was well presented and in good condition. My choice for Best of Breed was Ch. Sharpette’s Gaylord, a beautiful moving dog with a good sound body movement in excellent condition and an attitude which made him stand out from the other entries.

Stud Dog Class — Ch. Licos Omorro La
A true producer well bodied and very capable of transferring this quality to his offspring.

Brood Bitch Class — Ch. Tsi Pa Me of Abbotsford
A nice bitch with the possession of dominance in her qualities.

Brace Class and Team Class
The awards in these classes were received by Mrs. John Licos. Both Brace and Team entries were nicely matched in structure, color and overall appearance.

Signed

Alfred Likewise
RGYAL KHETSA-PO
BEST IN MATCH

Lhasa Apso Club of Westchester
May 27, 1973

Judge: Edmund Sledzik

Breeder: Brenda O'Donnell

Sire: CH. CHIG-RGYAL-PO
Dam: KINDERLAND'S GINGER RGYAL II

She owns and is loved by —

BRENDA O’DONNELL
236 Kisco Park
Mt. Kisco, N.Y.
914-666-5990

BARBARA WOOD
15 West 84th St.
New York City, N.Y.
212-877-0506

FLASH! FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP WITH 4 PT. MAJOR AT NEWTOWN KC 8/25/73 UNDER JUDGE DRAPER!
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Our breed continues to be ever more popular, as current AKC registrations are still on the increase. Each month the Gazette lists new champions and here again there are an ever increasing number of Lhasa Champions. In the group ring, the Lhasa is more than holding its own, it is a rare group that does not have a Lhasa placement. Recently, Ed Sledzik, David Goldfarb & myself were browsing through some old AKC Gazettes, late 50’s and early 60’s, and it was difficult to find Lhasa entries, not so today.

Am pleased to inform the club that the meeting with Mr. Carlberg of the AKC was very fruitful and encouraging. Our membership records and history was presented and was looked upon as now being adequate for recognition as a National Club. Our new constitution was also submitted and again met with unofficial approval. Mr. Carlberg indicated if the wheels move smoothly, we should gain AKC acceptance in December - 1973.

I took the opportunity to request approval for an independent Lhasa Apso Specialty, and we may hold one in 1975, if the club so desires. It was suggested that we choose a date which would not conflict with current all breed point shows and was also suggested that February before Westminster is always a good date for easy approval. At our next Board Meeting this will be brought up and your comments will be helpful.

Now is the time for local Lhasa Clubs to submit their Constitution and By-Laws to the American Lhasa Apso Club. I plan on setting up an advisory committee to review the Constitutions in order for the local clubs to gain recognition through the parent club. Please send your Constitutions & By-Laws to me as soon as possible.

Mr. Carlberg felt that having one permanent Specialty each year (for example in February in NYC) had merit and also having a floating Specialty at a later date in the year, being hosted by a local member club. This also could be independent or in conjunction with an all breed show.

Now is also the time for each local club to be thinking of a delegate to the national club.

At this writing, one of our hard workers, Mary Croninger is ill, but have been assured she is having a speedy recovery. Arthur Kass, Mary & others did a fine job of supporting the Westchester show. There was an entry of 49 Lhasas, food, coffee, trophies, etc.

Am pleased to inform the membership that two of our better writers and historians have accepted a co-chairmanship as historian – Pat Chenoweth and Mary Croninger. I am sure they will appreciate receiving any pictures, clippings, books, local publications are a must. Please send them in.

Signed,

Bob Sharp
MY TRIP TO THE WESTERN ALAC SPECIALTY

We arrived at Los Angeles airport Friday afternoon (June 22, 1973), rendezvoused with Winnie (Winifred Graye of W.D. '73 Westminster Fame). We chose a Pinto wagon for room and economy — next year we're getting one with air-conditioning (for the desert trip).

Winnie drove — I navigated. I can see 10 feet from the car with no difficulty beyond all is a blur — somehow we arrived safely at our Ramada Inn. After we unloaded all our gear and had moved it into the lobby we were informed NO Dogs Allowed, assuming they were referring to our pups we re-packed and searched on for a friendlier hotel. We found the Pacific Sands, facing the ocean — and only a block from the Coliseum.

The Lhasa Apso Club of Southern California held a pre-show dinner at the Fox and Hound Restaurant. The Cairn Terrier Club was giving a party in an adjacent room which we attended for a few minutes. Robin Chertcow and Grace Licos rescued us and introduced us to the Lhasa people. I finally met Sharon Rouse (SharBo) with whom I've spoken hundreds of hours by phone. They had a raffle with a prize for everyone with the proceeds going for kidney research.

Several of us heartier souls stayed on at the Restaurant hours after the dinner — to get better acquainted, trade gossip. The Northern California three, Bea Loob (Zijuh), Sharon Rouse (SharBo), and Lynn Morgan (Lyngso), had slept but a few hours the last two days and they had grooming yet ahead of them — marvelous strength.

Winnie and I left finally but were too excited about the show to sleep long. We ran our pups in the park near the ocean before the show (frizzies set in). The show grounds were but a few minutes walk along the Pacific Ocean. We were full of anticipation — who had entered, who would win.

The Beverly Hills K.C. certainly does a show up in style — beautifully carpeted rings indoors and out, flowers on judges tables. Many of the breed tables were piled high with lovely trophies.

The Lhasa judging started at 10:00. Shirley Scott (WB and BOS Westminster '73 fame) helped me groom Diablo's frizzies. We were in the 9-12 pup class. I had carefully matched Diablo's lead to my attire, my new friends wished us well — into the ring we went. Hurrah, Diablo won his Class!

Now I could relax, visit some of the people I had not seen at the pre-show dinner, and watch the rest of the judging.

Al Likewise certainly had his work cut out for him — as one beautiful class of Lhasa's after another floated into the ring.

His Winners Dog (a red gold — lots of neck) owned by the McSorleys, finished his championship with this his 3rd 5 point major (all attained in that difficult California competition). All the McSorley's dogs were extremely well presented.
The Winners Bitch (very red, lots of neck) owned by Sharon Rouse wizzed around the ring with such style that she went all the way to Best of Opposite over the Specials. She also finished with her 3rd 5 point major, with three month pups at home!

The Reserve winners dog was a real cutey from the 6-9 pup class, a well deserved win (gold, lots of showmanship). My favorite was the Reserve Winners Bitch (Apricot) owned by Ellie Baumann and sister to my Ch On-Ba Khabhul Khan of SharBo.

The specials class was very impressive — a lot of those Champions were owner handled (makes me the novice quite happy). The Teitelbaums Ch. Sharpettes Gaylord was chosen the Best of Breed.

Seeing 12 year old Ch Karma Kushog zip around the ring was very exciting, I’m sure most of us have his name back there in our pedigrees, as he’s Frosty Knight’s sire!

Grace Licos really brought the applause from all when her team of four golden Lhasa’s paced around the ring. I later found out that she had worked them together for only a week before the show, it was the first show ever for the little girl closest to the handler, wow!

The judge was scheduled for junior handling at 2:30. He had skipped the lunch break — yet at 2:45 he asked Pat Chenoweth to take over the Parade of Champions. The exhibitors missed him and had him called back! We kept him even for pictures of all the class winners.

Sunday we returned to the show grounds — had breakfast in the Motor Home which housed the Northern California Three’s dogs. We watched the Shih Tzu ring and then the Peke’s. I finally saw John Brown’s Peke-Dragon-Fire, wow. He took the breed and then the group!

There he was, Al Likewise sitting with the judges in the group ring — we were sure the kids had torn him apart!

The judge was scheduled for junior handling at 2:30. He had skipped the lunch break — yet at 2:45 he asked Pat Chenoweth to take over the Parade of Champions. The exhibitors missed him and had him called back! We kept him even for pictures of all the class winners.

Sunday we returned to the show grounds — had breakfast in the Motor Home which housed the Northern California Three’s dogs. We watched the Shih Tzu ring and then the Peke’s. I finally saw John Brown’s Peke-Dragon-Fire, wow. He took the breed and then the group!

There he was, Al Likewise sitting with the judges in the group ring — we were sure the kids had torn him apart!

The show over, our strength completely gone we decided to start the long drive up to San Francisco — on the desert trail. Winnie drove and I slept in the Pinto. Lynn Morgan drove the Motor home. After a short time we changed drivers, but none of us could stay awake so we finally went to sleep in the desert.

The morning heat woke us at 6:00 and we were off again.

In San Francisco we visited with Ellie Baumann. It was quite an informative evening, she has a file on all sorts of Lhasa articles, an interesting one from Australia on smooths.

Our last day in California we visited Sharon Rouse’s home. She has a terrific setup, coming in the driveway one would not know a kennel existed — as the trees and bushes camouflage it well. We just sat in the middle of the kennel yard with all those lovely Lhasa’s zipping around us. We got to see the Magnificent Ch. Everglo Zijuh Tomba, wow!

Now our time gone, we had such fun, met so many nice poeple, we’ll just have to return next year.

Dorothy O’Connor
BLACKBAY LHASA APSOS
present

CH. BLACKBAY GEORGANA OF YIN HI I.Q.
MULTIPLE BREED WINNER – GROUP PLACER
our foundation bitch (soon to be bred)
— also —
HO BO OF BLACKBAY
Pointed, Proven Stud — Grizzled-gold son of Georgana
Line-bred to excel in movement, temperament
Beautiful Show-Quality Puppies

1974 Futurity Nominated
Whelped May 6, 1973

SIRE: CH. ORLANE'S DULMO — Sire of 17 champions
DAM: RED-GOLDEN DAUGHTER OF GEORGANA — to be shown in the fall

Robert H. Black
1235 Green Street
San Francisco, California 94109
(415) 776-6955
OBEDIENCE NEWS

A Lhasa Apso in the obedience ring is becoming a popular way for our beloved pet Lhasa to participate at dog shows. No longer will he have to remain home alone while his more beautiful brother or sister gets to go to handling classes every week or to show circuits every weekend. When you enroll in an obedience class to work for that first degree—COMPANION DOG (CD)—you will be giving your pet his special time alone with you every day. His ego will soar and when he has earned the privilege of placing a CD following his name, he will have a special place in his home along with the champions.

To participate in obedience, a Lhasa does not have to be dripping in coat or furnishings, his tail does not have to be up, his nose does not need to be black, a bitch can be spayed, and a dog can be a monorchid. His performance is all that counts and we all know our Lhasas are super smart.

The American Lhasa Apso Club wants to support achievement in obedience as well as breed. Bob Sharp, our president, suggested that we have an obedience specialty in conjunction with our independent breed specialties when that is approved. Our obedience title holders will also be included in our Parade of Champions and will be eligible for an achievement award as are the champions. This plan gives all of us something to work for with all our Lhasas, pet and champion alike. I know of one Lhasa that has a UD (UTILITY DOG), the hardest and most advanced, and a couple with CDX’s (COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT) so it HAS been done. Please let me hear from everyone with Lhasas in obedience, finished or not. We'd like to know thoughts on obedience and what your problems are. Maybe we can organize enough to get our Specialty by 1974.

Signed,

Barbara Wood
Obedience Chairman

15 West 84th St., Apt. 8G
New York City, N.Y. 10024
212-877-0506

1974 REGIONAL FUTURITIES

Eastern Region Futurity:  
Trenton Kennel Club  
Sunday May 5, 1974  
Judge: Ellen Lonigro

Midwest Region Futurity:  
Oakland County Kennel Club  
Sunday May 19, 1974  
Judge: Dr. Ellen Brown

Western Region Futurity:  
Whidbey Island Kennel Club  
Saturday May 4, 1974  
Judge: Mrs. Onnie Martin

Chairman:
Norman L. Herbel  
1862 West Maple Ave.  
Langhorne, PA 19047

Chiarman:
Ward Scott  
429 Rochdale  
Rochester, Michigan 48063

Hostess:
Marianne Nixon  
13216 N.E. 40  
Bellevue, WA 98005
Everglow Lhasa Apso
OFFERS
A RARE OPPORTUNITY
FOR SERIOUS BUYERS!

For personal reasons I am reducing my stock to pets and a few that friends and family can care for, for a time. Let me share my joy and love with you.

PUPPIES & PROVEN STOCK — ALL INQUIRIES ANSWERED

Gloria D. Fowler
1717 Clark Ave.
Bakersfield, Ca. 93304

Hawaiian Bred
CARNEY ARMANDO NOBLISSA

March 1973 Hawaiian Kennel Club Best of Breed & Group 2
April 1973 Windward Hawaiian Dog Best of Breed & Group 3
Fanciers All Breed Match Best in Match
Aug. 1973 Lhasa Apso Club of Hawaii

Owner
Jeanne Carney
1269 AalaPapa Drive
Lanikai, Hawaii 96734
CHAMPIONSHIP & OBEEDIENCE AWARDS: Any Club Member whose dog completed his Championship, CD, CDX, UD, or UDT and has notified the Awards Chairman of the AKC Gazette issue in which the Championship or Obedience Title is confirmed will receive an achievement award.

BREEDER REGISTER OF MERIT AWARD: Presented to a Club Member who has bred a total of 10 or more Lhasa Apso Champions. The member will receive an award the year the 10th Champion is confirmed in the AKC Gazette. To qualify to receive this award the breeder must submit to the Awards Chairman a list of the Champions he has bred along with the month and year of the AKC Gazette said Championships were confirmed.

STUD REGISTER OF MERIT AWARD: Presented to a Club Member whose Lhasa Apso Stud has sired 5 or more Champions. The member will receive an award the year the 5th Champion is confirmed in the AKC Gazette. The Stud need not be living to qualify for a ROM award. To qualify to receive this award the owner of the Stud must submit to the Awards Chairman the name of the Stud Dog along with a list of his Champion offspring and the month and year of the AKC Gazette said offspring's Championships were confirmed.

DAM REGISTER OF MERIT AWARD: Presented to a Club Member whose Lhasa Apso Dam has produced 3 or more Champions. The member will receive an award the year the 3rd Champion is confirmed in the AKC Gazette. The Dam need not be living to qualify for a ROM award. To qualify to receive this award the owner of the Dam must submit to the Awards Chairman the name of the Dam along with a list of her Champion offspring and the month and year of the AKC Gazette said offspring's Championships were confirmed.

TOP 20 REGISTER OF MERIT STUD AND DAM LISTING: There will be a Top 20 ROM listing whereby each year the Top 20 ROM Studs and the Top 20 ROM Dams will be listed. To qualify to be listed on the Top 20 ROM list the owner of the Stud or Dam must submit to the Awards Chairman the name of the Stud or Dam along with a list of all of their Champion offspring and the month and year of the AKC Gazette said offspring's Championships were confirmed.

GROUP PLACEMENT AWARD: Separate awards for the dog and bitch owned by Club Members receiving the most Group Placements for the year.

BEST IN SHOW AWARD: One award presented to the dog or bitch owned by a Club Member winning the most Best in Shows for the year.

Awards are tabulated on a yearly basis from the January thru December issues of the American Kennel Club Gazette. To qualify for an award the respective information must have been published in a Gazette of the year for which the Award is received.

The Awards Chairman must be notified by January 1 of each year in order to have the Award available for presentation at the Annual Awards Dinner.

Stephen Campbell, Awards Chairman
64 Wilburtha Road
West Trenton, N.J. 08628
Amer. & Can. Ch. Sakya Mila, OFA - LA # 12

Group placing, never specialed. The happiest of outgoing personalities, well balanced (back must shorter than photo indicates), extremely high tail set with superb hindquarters & movement rarely seen so strongly in a Lhasa dam. As an individual and as a producer of uniform quality offspring, to Sakya, Mila represents a strong composite of what the complete, the total, Lhasa dam should hopefully be. Show female available from Mila x Ch. BarCon’s The Avenger. Avenger is a multiple BIS winning Sparky son, who placed Best of Breed Eastern ALAC Specialty (see front cover Lhasa Bulletin, June, '73).

Mature show male by Mila x Sparky, ready to show, reasonably priced.

Sakya proudly offers a stunning show quality litter by Sparky & gold pick of litter show dam (from BIS Amer. & Can. Ch. Arborhill’s Rah-Kieh, son of Multiple BIS Amer. & Can. Ch. A. Rapso-Dieh, son of Multiple BIS Sparky and Amer. & Can. Ch. Sakya Mila). Multiple BIS Sparky, a legend in his lifetime, is the breed’s top producing stud dog. Winning #1 Veteran’s class & #1 Stud Dog class Eastern ALAC Specialty, ‘73, 11 years YOUNG (see front cover Lhasa Bulletin, Dec. ’72). Today is the first day of the rest of your life, begin it with Sakya, where Sparky does it ALL ... nearly. Both litters Futurity nominated, lovingly raised in the home. Prompt replies, shipped on approval.

Gail Maxwell
Sakya Kennels
3732 Granada
Dallas, Texas 75205
(214 521-0237)
NO SAFETY LAWS EXIST FOR AIRBORNE ANIMALS

An estimated 400 dogs died on airplane flights in 1972, an average of more than one a day.

The complaints having to do with shipping animals by air include inadequate air supply in baggage compartments and, in many cases, lack of pressurization. The lack of oxygen is a deliberate attempt to reduce the risk of fire. A CAB report states that when planes are on the ground there is probably as much air in the cargo compartments as in a car with closed doors and windows. When the plane is air-borne there is some seepage from the passenger compartment into the cargo area, but baggage displaces air and a dog in a crowded baggage compartment may be in serious danger. There are extreme temperatures in the baggage area. A stewardess once placed a thermometer in her bag that recorded temperature extremes of 104°F on the ground and 0°F in the air.

Careless handling of baggage by airport employees is a problem. Some persons claiming their dogs after a flight have been horrified to find the cages upside down. Cages have been flung onto carts where they have toppled off and broken open. Animals have been run over when they escaped down runways.

Animals have been removed from a flight for other cargo and then been forgotten by airline employees. One woman tells of going to pick up 3 puppies in zero weather and driving winds. The airline said the puppies had not arrived. The woman's husband finally pushed his way into the freight area insisting he could hear the dogs barking and found the dogs in an unheated shed that airline employees had assured him was never used.

Improper caging is a complaint that is not the fault of the airlines but of shippers who put animals in cages that are too small for them or in flimsy orange crates that fall apart during the trip. Loading too many animals into a cage is another problem attributed to shippers; however, if there were federal laws governing the shipping of animals these problems would not exist.

The Humane Society of the United States recounts a number of accidents to animals being shipped by air, including the sad case of Freddy a champion Dachshund, who was removed from the plane streaked with dried blood and dying. His crate had slammed from one bulkhead to another as the freight in the cargo hold shifted.

Another champion suffocated to death in the cargo hold on the way home to Los Angeles from a breeding in Washington. The condition of her crate revealed she had struggled desperately to free herself in a vain attempt to get air.

A woman flew last summer with her two-year old Boxer from New York.
to San Francisco. The dog was dead on arrival. A veterinarian performed an autopsy and attributed the Boxer's death to suffocation.

In another incident, a champion Borzoi, enroute from Chicago to a dog show in Los Angeles, died on the flight, again from suffocation. His white coat was covered with blood from his hemorrhaged lungs.

An article by Consumer Reports notes that an airline trade association memo reports on-ground temperatures in a cargo compartment can reach as high as 130 degrees.

Although the vast majority of animals arrive safely, there are sufficient adverse incidents to indicate that shipping them by air poses a serious threat to their health and safety, the Humane Society points out. No federal or state laws exist requiring the airlines or air express companies to provide humane conditions and handling.

At Washington's National Airport, volunteers have set themselves up in a corner of the REA warehouse, where they attempt to check on all animals in the terminal. We established this as an emergency measure said the director of the volunteers. We just called for volunteers and went in with watering cans and buckets and food. We found dead animals. We found suffering animals. We found hunting dogs that were just wild because they had been cooped up in their cages for two or three days. They wanted to relieve themselves but the REA men were too scared to take them out. Neither the airlines nor REA will promise that employees will feed, water or walk animals. Such gestures depend on the concern of individual employees. Virtually no regulations govern animal air travel except those drawn up by individual airlines.

Concerned people can write to their senators in support of S-399 and to their congressmen in support of H.R. 1264, which would set standards for handling, housing, feeding, watering, sanitation and ventilations at airports and other terminal facilities.

Also helpful would be letters to the Civil Aeronautics Board, Universal Building, Washington, D.C. 20428.

It is also suggested that anyone whose pet dies or is injured on an airplane inform the CAB's Office of Consumer Affairs (Washington, D.C.) so that office and other interested parties can get a clearer picture of the actual risks involved. Also send a copy of the letter to Department PET, Consumer Reports, PO Box 1111, Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.

Meanwhile if you do decide to ship by air, be certain that the container is sturdy, large enough to accomodate your animal and well ventilated at three sides, so as to reduce the chances of crushing or suffocation in the hold. Also request in writing from the airlines a statement detailing the actual conditions a pet will face in the cargo compartment of the specific flight under consideration.
CH. ON-BA Khabhul Khan of Sharbo

BEST OF BREED AT HOCKAMOCK KENNEL CLUB SHOW
Judge: Charles M. Mulock
Handler: Allan Lieberman

Champion Hamilton Linebred at stud (Sandy)
Pointed pure Tibetan Hamilton at stud (Red)

Owner
Dorothy O'Connor
150 Mt. Arlington
Landing, N.J. 07850
ANDROMEDA

BOW 3 Pts. under Judge Mrs. Evelyn Silvernail at the Champlain Valley Kennel Club Show (less than 1 year of age).

SIRE: CH. DAKTAZL TSUNG       DAM: AM & CAN CH. POTALA KEKE'S YUM YUM
Shown by Carmen Herbel

Owner
Jeanne Hope
Landmark 1615
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034
SPECIALTY CLUBS

CASCADE LHASA APSO FANCIERS OF GREATER SEATTLE
Margaret Starling, Secretary
6722-200th S.W.
Lynnwood, Washington 98036

GREATER COLUMBUS LHASA APSO CLUB
Miss Elva Alexander, Secretary
4000 Scioto Darby Rd.
Hilliard, Ohio

GREATER DETROIT LHASA APSO CLUB
Carole Dean, Secretary
7241 Anthony
Dearborn, Michigan 48126

KENTUCKIANA LHASA APSO CLUB
Richard L. Huntington, Secretary
102 Evangeline Ave.
Louisville, Kentucky 40214

LHASA APSO CLUB OF GREATER HOUSTON
Nancy Benavides, Secretary
6510 Jackwood
Houston, Texas 77036

LHASA APSO CLUB OF HAWAII
Ruth Green, Secretary
1240 Laukahi St.
Honolulu, Hi. 96821

LHASA APSO CLUB OF WESTCHESTER, INC.
Barbara Wood, Secretary
15 West 84th Street
New York, New York 10024

NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA LHASA APSO CLUB
Carol Kuendel, Secretary
9113 Tandom Dr.
Oxon Hill, Md. 20022

MERRIMACK LHASA APSO CLUB
Joanne Egan, Secretary
169 Linden Drive
Cohasset, Massachusetts 02025

TIBETIAN NORTH TEXAS LHASA APSO CLUB
Mrs. Bobbie Lee
15715 Covewood Circle
Dallas, Texas 75240

CASCADE LHASA APSO FANCIERS OF GREATER SEATTLE 1st SANCTIONED “B” MATCH JUNE 9, 1973
Judge Dave Lee
Best in Match THOMARET’S DA WA ME OF SHERIDAN (B) — Margaret & Kim Starling
Best of Opposite Sex PANDAN NAGPO OF CHENREZI (D) — Annette Ward & Onnie Martin
Best Puppy in Match SAN JO’S SORTA SALLY (B) — Marianne Nixon
Best Opposite Sex Puppy SAN JO’S SORTA SOOTY (D) — Leslie Ann Nixon

LHASA APSO CLUB OF GREATER HOUSTON 1st SANCTIONED “B” MATCH — JULY 8, 1973
Regular Classes — Judge Mr. Edmund Ray Sledzik
Best in Match ANSTEAD’S KETU SING — Elisabeth Moseley
Best of Opposite Sex GOLDEN HAZE FLOWER OF JOY — Jimmie & JoAnn Stewart
Best Puppy in Match ANSTEAD’S KETU SING — Elisabeth Moseley
Best Opposite Sex Puppy SHILAMAR FLOWER OF JOY — Pat Knox
Puppy Sweepstakes Winner SHILAMAR FLOWER OF JOY — Pat Knox

LHASA APSO CLUB OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Miss Jerri Berman, Secretary
20538 Sunnymount Ave.
Sunnyvale, California 94087

LHASA APSO CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Grace Wright, Secretary
12345 Droxford Circle
Cerritos, Ca.

LHASA APSO CLUB OF WESTCHESTER, INC.
Barbara Wood, Secretary
15 West 84th Street
New York, New York 10024

LHASA APSO CLUB OF GREATER HOUSTON 1st SANCTIONED “B” MATCH — JULY 8, 1973
Judge: Marianne Nixon
Best of Breed Puppy CHEN TI-SARA NOR — P. Chenoweth
Best of Opposite Sex RUMTEK PHAROAH — R&D. McSorley
Best of Breed Adult ON-BA SHARBO KON-JO — S. Rouse & E. Baumann
Best of Opposite Sex Adult KYI-RA’S KOB KU — J& N. Richards
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CH. POTALA KEKE'S ZINTORA

Shown above going Group II from the classes under noted Judge Mr. William Kendrich

SIRE: CH. CHEN KORUM TI

DAM: CH. POTALA KEKE'S ZIN ZIN

Zintora was reserve winner dog at the 1973 A.L.A.C. Specialty and finished in 4 weekends. As a special he has 2 BOB's & 2 group placements.

Zintora is at stud with his handler Bob Sharp.

Handler/Agent
Robert D. Sharp
Friar Tuck Rd.
Ancramdale, N.Y. 12503
518-329-1321

Owner
Dorothy T. Schottgen
1009 S. Dilton
New Orleans, La. 70123
504-729-9249

Friar Tuck Rd. 1009 S. Dilton
Ancramdale, N.Y. 12503
518-329-1321

New Orleans, La. 70123
504-729-9249
AM. & BDA. CH. KINDERLAND’S TONKA

IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT THE THIRD TIME IS A CHARM, 
BUT TAKE IT FROM US 
THE FOURTH TIME IS — FAN - TABU- LOUS!!!!

Tonka winning her 4th BIS to garner the all time record of top winning Lhasa Apso Bitch in the history of the breed.

The Marriage of the Year!
Kori & Tonka

Owned by
Tabu Lhasa Apsos
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Herbel
1862 West Maple Ave.
Langhorne, Pa. 19047
(215) 757-7627

Handler/Agent
Robert Sharp
Friar Tuck Road
Ancramdale, N.Y.
(518) 329-1321
ROBERT GRIFFING MEMORIAL FALL MATCH
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1973
Raritan Health Center, Raritan, N.J. Route 28

BREED JUDGE .................................................. Norman Herbel
Langhorne, Pa.

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP ...................................... Ed Sledzik
Reston, Va.

Entries from 10:00  Judging from 12:00
Admission $1.00    One admission Free for each entry
Entry Fee — $2.50  Send Pre-entry to: Barbara Soldo
Pre-Entry — $2.00  16 Center Avenue
                 Matawan, New Jersey 07747
                 Before October 5, 1973

Junior Showmanship FREE if dog is entered in regular class
Parade of Champions and Obedience Title Holders — $2.50

RIBBONS, ROSSETTES, TROPHIES

Refreshments
Arts and Crafts – will be available for sale
Grooming Supplies

DIRECTIONS
FROM SOMERVILLE CIRCLE, PROCEED TO RT. 28
WEST ABOUT 1 MILE. CENTER IS ON LEFT OPPOSITE
CEMETERY. RT. 202 - 206 LEADS TO THE SOMER-
VILLE CIRCLE FROM ALL DIRECTIONS. CALL FOR
DEFINITE DIRECTIONS OR ANY OTHER IN-
FORMATION.

CHAIRMAN
Barbara Soldo
(201) 583-9332
1973 WESTERN AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB SPECIALTY

Puppy Dogs 6-9 Months & Reserve Winners Dog
1st Elisabeth Moseley ANSTEAD’S KE TU SING, Breeders: Elisabeth & Teresa Ann Moseley, By Ch. Sakya Top Drawer x Golden Flair

Puppy Dogs 9-12 Months
1st Dorothy O’Connor SHARBO KURUKULA OF OCONS, Breeder: Sharon D. Rouse, By Ch. On-Ba Yasha Khan of Sharbo x Sharbo Zijuh Tsona O’Shagyari

Novice Dogs
1st Morton I. & Mary E. Cole COLE’S SUNNEE OF MARU, Breeders: Jack D. Russell & David M. Marshall, By Ch. Everglo Blaze x Ch. Everglo Ma La Bu

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs
1st Darby L. & R.J. McSorley RUMTEK PHAROAH, Breeders; Owners, By Ch. Sharbo Zijuh Kamaru x Ch. Karma Ku-Cha

American Bred Dogs
1st Karen L. Owens SIR SIDNEY OF LORI SHAN, Breeder: Lorraine D. Shannon, By Red Tuxedo of Everglo x Lori Shan’s Princess Lifo

American Bred Bitches & Reserve Winners Bitch
1st E. Baumann ON-BA SHARBO KON-JO Breeder; Owner, By Ch. Sharbo Zijuh ZerKhan x On-Ba Zijuh Zim-Zim

Open Dogs & Winners Dog
1st Richard & Darby McSorley KARMA RUMTEK, Breeder: Dorothy Cohen, By Karma Yon Ten x Karma Rus Tala

Puppy Bitches 6-9 Months
1st Marcia Goldstein SHANA OF HALMAR, Breeder: M. Goldstein, By King Samson x Samson’s Delilla

Puppy Bitches 9-12 Months
1st Teri Richards & Midge Hylton HYLAN’S TISA OF TA-CIN, Breeders: L. Gordy & M. Hylton, By Chen Hylan Jampal x Hylaws Panpo

Novice Bitches
1st Darby L. & Richard J. McSorley RUMTEK PHAEDRA, Breeders: Owners, By Ch. Sharbo Zijuh Kamaru x Ch. Karma Ku-Cha

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches
1st Darby L. & Richard J. McSorley RUMTEK NEFERTITI, Breeders: Owners, By Ch. Sharbo Zijuh Kamaru x Ch. Karma Ku-Cha

American Bred Bitches & Reserve Winners Bitch
1st E. Baumann ON-BA SHARBO KON-JO Breeder; Owner, By Ch. Sharbo Zijuh ZerKhan x On-Ba Zijuh Zim-Zim

Open Bitches & Winners Bitch, BOW, BOS
1st Sharon D. Rouse EVERGLO FLAIR Breeder: G.D. Fowler, By Everglo Rempa x Everglo Encore Ember

Veteran Dogs & Bitches
1st Dorothy Cohen CH. KARMA KUSHOG, Breeder: Owner, By Hamilton Shi-Pon x Ch. Hamilton Karma (Dog)

Best of Breed
Murray & Marjorie Teitelbaum CH. SHARPETTE’S GAYLORD, Breeder: Lucy C. Joyce, By Ch. Kyi Chu Friar Tuck x Ch. Karma Ja Lu (Dog)

Stud Dogs
1st Mrs. John Licos CH. LICOS OMORFO LA, Breeder: Owner, By Ch. Licos Kulu La x Ch. Hamilton Pluti

Brood Bitches
1st Helen M. Davies, CH. TSI PA ME OF ABBOTSFORD, Breeders, Mr. & Mrs. James Roberts, By Ch. Teako of Abbotsford x Brackenbury Dochen.
Ch. Licos Nojin La and Ch. Licos Namcha La
Again win the Non-Sporting Brace Group at the Kennel Club of Beverly Hills. These nine year old litter sisters were sired by Ch. Licos Chulung La and were bred and are handled by owner, Mrs. John Licos.
Judge: Mr. Isodore Schoenberg
Mrs. John Licos
1020 Concord Street
Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626